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" Street Knowledge " makes one dance, sing, laugh, think, meditate and look at new ways of taking

responsibility. This 2-CD set is the new face of educational entertainment. At the risk of sounding like a

breakfast cereal, it feels so good you hardly noti 20 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Smooth Jazz, HIP HOP/RAP:

Alternative Hip Hop Details: A Princeton professor, theologian, activist and prolific author, Dr. Cornel

West has presented the facts of today's world in terms and forums not only directed toward academia, but

also to those of us in everyday life who actually live it. For years he has been unrivaled as a compelling

speaker, dynamic philosopher and enlightening activist. Dr. West's best-selling books "Race Matters" and

" Democracy Matters" (only two in an amazing array), brought into the national spotlight his ongoing

mission for racial equity and recognition of democracy as a spiritual force. What does a man such as this

do when he enters into the realm of music for the masses? Well, first he partners with other like-minded

individuals who share not only vision, but creative drive. " Four Black Men Who Mean Business

(4BMWMB )" is the moniker adopted by the union formed when Dr. West, Mike Dailey, Clifton West and

Derek "DOA" Allen came together with the intention of presenting the strength of Black culture's inherent

treasure couched in that most powerful of all forces, Black music. A Princeton professor, theologian,

activist and prolific author, Dr. Cornel West has presented the facts of today's world in terms and forums

not only directed toward academia, but also to those of us in everyday life who actually live it. For years

he has been unrivaled as a compelling speaker, dynamic philosopher and enlightening activist. Dr. West's

best-selling books "Race Matters" and " Democracy Matters" (only two in an amazing array), brought into

the national spotlight his ongoing mission for racial equity and recognition of democracy as a spiritual

force. What does a man such as this do when he enters into the realm of music for the masses? Well,

first he partners with other like-minded individuals who share not only vision, but creative drive. " Four
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Black Men Who Mean Business (4BMWMB )" is the moniker adopted by the union formed when Dr.

West, Mike Dailey, Clifton West and Derek "DOA" Allen came together with the intention of presenting the

strength of Black culture's inherent treasure couched in that most powerful of all forces, Black music.

Rhythm and blues with a hip-hop flavor all wrapped up with dance tracks and strong hooks, " Street

Knowledge " most definitely merits the label of "strong, contemporary musical release". However, that's

not where the integrity of this project ends. Over, under, through and around the music is woven an

astounding collection of topics, teachings, musings, anthems and lyrics that challenges anyone listening

to remain unaffected. Presented in the impelling voices of Cornel West, Tavis Smiley, Michael Eric

Dyson, Dr. Marcia Dyson, Derek "DOA" Allen, Killa Mike and others, the entertainment, education and

thought-provoking impact of " Street Knowledge " is infectious, contagious and addictive. " Street

Knowledge " makes one dance, sing, laugh, think, meditate and look at new ways of taking responsibility.

This 2-CD set is the new face of educational entertainment. At the risk of sounding like a breakfast cereal,

it feels so good you hardly notice that it's good for you.
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